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GenQA is an External Quality Assessment (EQA) provider for Genomics

which assesses laboratory tests and the interpretative content of reports.

GenQA provided an EQA for the testing of circulating tumour DNA

(ctDNA) for EGFR mutations in lung cancer patients.

The submitted reports were anonymously reviewed by a panel of

Consultant Oncologists to identify the elements which were clear and

unambiguous, and those misleading and may cause patient harm if

misinterpreted. The findings were shared with the laboratories to

improve the reporting standard of liquid biopsy test results.
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• In 2018, nine laboratories performed ctDNA testing for EGFR mutations in lung cancer

patients in the United Kingdom, and all took part in the EQA and this report review.

• The EQA reports submitted for two clinical cases were anonymised and sent to the

reviewers to be rated for:

➢ Ease of finding the result,

➢ Understanding the test methodology,

➢ Clarity of the interpretation and

➢ The clinical case was accurate.

• The reviewers were requested to highlight text which they found to be comprehensive,

and content which was confusing or inaccurate and provide comments which in their

view would improve the reports.

• Individual laboratory reviews were provided to the laboratories.

Case 1
Clinical scenario: A patient progressing on first line EGFR TKI therapy with the primary

EGFR mutation and a resistance mutation detected in the plasma sample.

Plasma testing result: c.2573T>G p.(Leu858Arg) at an allelic frequency of 10% and

c.2369C>T p.(Thr790Met) at an allelic frequency of 1.25%.

Expected interpretation: The detection of the primary c.2573T>G p.(Leu858Arg) variant

demonstrates that tumour DNA is present in the plasma sample. The detection of the

c.2369C>T p.(Thr790Met) variant indicates that the patient is eligible for treatment with a

third generation EGFR TKI which are targeted to the p.(Thr790Met) mutation.

Examples of reports which scored highly by the reviewers (figures 1 and 2). The excerpt

displayed as figure 3 was identified by the reviewers as being “unhelpful” and “not

required” as it suggests that a biopsy is also required after testing ctDNA despite

reporting the correct result.

Figure 1: Case 1 example A of a highly scoring report

Figure 2: Case 1 example B of a highly scoring report

Figure 3: Case 1 example C of a low scoring report

INTRODUCTION

Case 2
Clinical scenario: Patient diagnosed with lung adenocarcinoma and treated with EGFR

tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Now relapsing and plasma testing has been requested to

determine treatment options. The original tumour was found to have a deletion in exon 19 of

EGFR.

Plasma testing result: No EGFR mutation detected.

Expected interpretation: The original tumour had a deletion in exon 19 of EGFR. The

plasma sample did not harbour any mutations. This indicates that there is little or no ctDNA

present in the sample and that further testing should be performed.

This result was reported in very different ways and the reports were often not clear about

the significance of not detecting the primary mutation. The following statement (figure 4)

scored highly with all of the reviewers as it clearly stated that there was no evidence of the

primary mutation in the sample and therefore the sample was not adequate for reporting.

Figure 4: Case 2 example A of a highly scoring report

A clear and unambiguous statement, such as the one given in figure 4, was not given in six

out nine reports with at least one reviewer for each of these reports describing the

statements about not detecting the primary mutation as being “vague” and not clear

enough for clinical use. Furthermore, it was not always made clear that these results could

be a false negative. One report in particular did not even comment on the significance of not

finding the primary mutation, which led one of the reviewers to comment on the “lack of

awareness” of ctDNA in the laboratory.

Several reports did not include any clinical information for this case. The reviewers agreed

that providing clinical information was an important part of any report but especially for

ctDNA where results could be misinterpreted and false negatives/ positives could be

reported if the clinical case is not considered.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CONCLUSIONS

• Many laboratories report ctDNA in a variety of formats using language

with varying degrees of clarity.

• Standardisation of reporting would help improve care standards for

patients by limiting the risk of misinterpretation.

Figure 5: Summary of recommendations following the Oncologist’s review of ctDNA EGFR 

reports

The reviewing Oncologists highlighted unhelpful report content as follows:

➢ Use of the commercial drug name rather than the generic name;

➢ describing the TKI as being “novel” which led one of the Oncologists to speculate that

the patient may be eligible for a trial for a new currently unlicensed drug;

➢ The majority of reports did not specifically mention that the third generation EGFR TKIs

target p.(Thr790Met) specifically (when detected i.e. case 1);

➢ Reporting that the EGFR TKIs “would” benefit the patient. This was interpreted as being

misleading and the word “might” would have been preferable;

➢ The variant allelic frequency was deemed to be not clinically relevant and many

oncologists would not understand it. Although it was noted that in time, this may

become more relevant for response prediction;

➢ Method specific metrics e.g. Semi Quantitative Index (SQI) was not clinically relevant

and was not required on the report.

Laboratories involved in this study have been provided with bespoke individual

guidance regarding areas of their report which reviewers deemed clear and

unambiguous, and to aid improvement, text which could be modified to enhance the

report.

METHODS

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS FROM REVIEWERS

These results are not intended to substitute for EGFR analysis of routine pathology material 

and should be correlated with results from routine EGFR analysis where available. 

Conclusion:

A T790M mutation has been detected in this sample in addition to the original L858R 

mutation. This patient may respond to third generation EGFR TKIs which target the 

acquired T790M mutation.
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